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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

Sustainable urban transformations focus on structural
transition processes that foster sustainable urban
development as well as (radical) economic, social,
organizational, governmental and physical change
processes. This Special Issue places emphasis on the
interfaces and boundaries of strategic spatial planning and
sustainable transitions by ‘connecting’ transition theories,
urban planning theories, governance approaches, urban
planning policy styles and innovative examples from
practice. In so doing, the aim is to engage planners and
scholars from other spatial disciplines to critically explore
strategies and approaches aimed at creating sustainable
cities and neighbourhoods for the future. By making use of
contemporary challenges (e.g., climate change, floods,
pandemics, economic crises, migration and social
conflicts) as drivers for sustainable urban development, we
invite authors to submit articles showcasing how
innovative ideas and experiments emerge, how and why
they contribute to sustainable urban transitions, and how
difficult it is to implement them in practice in the long term.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Marc A. Rosen
Faculty of Engineering and
Applied Science, University of
Ontario Institute of Technology,
Oshawa, ON L1G 0C5, Canada

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international Open Access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable development. The
journal publishes original research articles, reviews,
conference proceedings (peer-reviewed full articles) and
communications. I am confident you will find the journal
contributes to enhancing understanding of sustainability
and fostering initiatives and applications of sustainability-
based measures and activities.
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